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Text : 

  Most people work to earn a living, and produce goods and services. Goods are either 

agricultural (like maize and milk) or manufactured (like cars and paper). Services are such 

things as education, medecine and commerce. Some peopme provide both gods and services. 

For example, in the same garage a man may buy car or some services which helps him to 

maitain his car.                                                                                                                                              

The work people do is called economic activity. All economic activities taken together make 

up the economic system of a town, a city, a country or the world. Such an economic system is 

the sum-total of what people do and what they want. The work people do either provides what 

they need or provides the money with which they can buy essential commodities. 

Part One :   Reading Comprehension 

1- Answer the following questions according to the text : (03pts) 

1. Give a title to the text? 

…………Economic Activity. 

 

2. What do most people produce? Illustrate? 

……Most people work to earn a living, and produce goods and services. Goods are 

either agricultural (like maize and milk) or manufactured (like cars and paper). 

Services are such things as education, medicine and commerce 

3. What do economic activities make? 

All economic activities taken together make up the economic system of a town, a city, 

a country or the world 

01. Translate the following words into Arabic or French language (02pts) 

Savings: المذخرات                                                     Services: الخذمات 

Economic system: النظام الاقتصادي  .                          To rent: يستأجر 

 

02. Write the following numbers into words: (05pts) 

3,258.02… Three Thousand Two Hundred Fifty Eight Point Zero Two. 

84 %... Eighty Four Percents. 
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200 ⅜ …Two Hundred and Three Eighths  

£ 102.56… One hundred two Pounds and Fifty six pences. 

$60, 500,000.33… Sixty and a half million dollars and Thirty Three cents. 

  Relate the two statement using a suitable relative pronoun: (05pts) 

a. The goods are essential. They need the goods. 

…The goods which they need are essential. 

 

b. The schools and hospitals are essential. They provide the schools and hospitals. 

… The schools and hospitals which they provide are essential. 

c. The man works in the bank. The man is my neighbor. 

… The man who works in the bank is my neighbor. 

d. This is my bus. I usually take the bus. 

…This is my bus that I usually take. 

e. I will meet the manager. The manager’s wife is my teacher. 

....I will meet the manager whose wife is my teacher. 

Part Two : written Expression / Fill the gaps with an appropriate word ( 05pts)             

Goods are very expensive that’s why I try to be careful with money. I want to buy a new car, 

but I haven’t enough Money / savings. So I will ask the bank if it will lend me. And I will see 

if I can Repay / pay back them per month. 


